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ABSTRACT 

In the period June to September 2012 the European 
Space Agency conducted a pre-assessment study in 
order to produce preliminary system designs for 
capturing a large space Debris, identify their required 
technology roadmaps, and investigate their applicabil ity 
to other ESA missions. The study was carried out by an 
interdisciplinary team of specialists from ESTEC and 
ESOC within the Concurrent Design Facilit y (CDF), 
and was financed by the Clean Space branch 4 initiative. 

The paper will highlight the details of the trade-off, the 
design of the sub-systems, the results of various 
capturing and rendezvous simulations, plus the 
assessment on cost, risk and programmatics. Finally, it 
gives a summary of the proposed roadmaps for this 
mission. 

1 TH E E.DEORBI T M I SSI ON AND STUDY 

The e.Deorbit mission is to perform active space debris 
removal of an uncooperative target (large satellite or 
upper stage) with heavy mass, of which its orbit resides 
in the 800 - 1000 km (near) polar region. Figure 1 gives 
the mission outline. 

 

)LJXUH����H�'HRUELW�PLVVLRQ�RXWOLQH�

The mission shall be compatible with launcher from the 
European family (VEGA, Soyuz from Kourou, or 
Ariane), be launched by 2021, perform a safe 
rendezvous and mating with the target, de-orbit the 
target without creating extra debris that does not decay 
within 25 years, and ensure a safe controlled re-entry 
into the South Pacific Ocean Uninhabited Area 
(SPOUA) with a casualty risk below 2·10-5. It should be 
noted though that the casualty risk is taken from 

France’s “Space Operations Act”, whereas the ISO 
24113, likely to be adopted by ESA in 2013, indicates a 
casualty risk of 1·10-4. 

A pre-assessment study was performed by a team from 
the CDF, a state-of-the-art facilit y equipped with a 
network of computers, multimedia devices and software 
tools, which allows a team of experts from several 
disciplines to apply the concurrent engineering method 
to the design of future space missions [1]. The team 
consisted of: a Study manager, Team leader, two 
System Engineers, a Debris expert , engineers for 
mechanical and electrical sub-systems, including GNC 
and robotics, engineers for cost, risk, safety and 
programmatics, representatives for Human spaceflight 
and Earth Observations, and finally representatives for 
space agencies CNES, ASI and DLR. 

The main tasks that the CDF team had to carry out were 
to: 

x Assess the feasibilit y of a mission for the 
controlled de-orbiting and re-entry of a large 
target in Sun Synchronous Orbit, using 
technologies already analysed in previous CDF 
studies performed at ESA  

x Perform a System level conceptual design of 
the spacecraft with the participation of all 
discipline speciali sts 

x Trade-off different mission scenarios 
x Assess programmatics, risk and  cost aspects of 

the various alternatives 
x Consolidate the Technology road maps in line 

with the programmatic aspects of the mission  
x Evaluate the applicabilit y of the technologies 

to different categories of satellites and debris 
remediation mission  

2 TH E TARGET 

The target debris was supposed to be of 8 tonne mass 
class, uncooperative with a (near) Sun Synchronous 
Orbit at altitude of roughly 800 km. It was assumed that 
the launcher adapter interface is not accessible as a solar 
panel could get stuck in such a position that it blocks 
access. 

The long term stabilit y of the debris is unknown and 
therefore four scenarios had to be taken into account: 
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gyro meters, GPS receivers, LIDAR, and a far field 
camera. For the control, 22N thrusters are used. A bi-
propellant propulsion system is installed using two (plus 
two redundant) 425N thrusters, as well  as four 220N 
thrusters to be used in pulse mode. Four polar mounted 
tanks contain the propellant, plus three tanks for the 
pressuriser. An option not investigated in detail was to 
mount the net canisters on a long cylinder, allowing to 
mount eight thrusters (four active). This could reduce 
the number of de-orbit burns but leads to high TPS 
mass. 

 

)LJXUH�����&ODPSLQJ�PHFKDQLVPV�RSWLRQ�V\VWHP�GHVLJQ�

VKRZQ� LQ� VWRZHG� FRQILJXUDWLRQ� �OHIW�� DQG�GH SOR\HG�

FRQILJXUDWLRQ��ULJKW��

Two deployable triple-junction solar panels, with a total 
area of 2.8 m2, provide for 785 W of power at end of 
li fe. For the eclipses, a lithium-ion battery is used. All  
are based on a 28V multi -power-point-tracking 
unregulated bus. 

In order to provide coverage of the entire rendezvous 
and capture process, a data relay with the TDRSS 
constellation is proposed. For this reason, a TDRS S-
band antenna, transponder and diplexer, and high power 
ampli fier are selected. For the direct-to-Earth 
communications, an X-band transponder and omni-
antenna are selected. Data handling is done using a 
dynamicall y configurable payload processor (DRPM). 
The thermal sub-system is standard using multi-layer 
insulation, optical Sun reflectors, black paint, heaters 
and heat pipes. 

Apart from solar array deployment and drive 
mechanisms, the tether and net are deployed using a net 
ejector. Two tether canisters are baselined for 
redundancy. This requires the presence of a tether cutter 
in case the contingency net is to be used.  

The development schedule predicts a launch date in 
August 2021, taking into account a contingency of 10%. 

The dry mass of the system is 709 kg, excluding 
launcher adapter. Total propellant mass is 878 kg. 

5 TH E CLA M PI NG M ECHNI SM S OPTI ON 

The clamping mechanism option system design is also 
based on a VEGA launch, but in contrast to the net 
option has a rectangular shape with a central shear panel 
and stiffeners for the tank panels. The total wet mass is 
1648 kg including the launcher adapter interface, which 
also matches the 1660 kg VEGA performance into a 
300 km circular orbit at 98.2ö inclination. Similar to the 
net option, the launch is followed by launcher 
dispersion correction manoeuvres and manoeuvres to 
raise the orbit to be 5 km below the target altitude. 

For the rendezvous, the final approach to a distance of 
50 m is similar to the net option as shown in Figure 5, 
however from 50 m on the sequence is different as the 
chaser needs to approach to 0 m of the target. For this 
reason, a matching of the target’s rotation using a forced 
motion while approaching to 1 m is required, shown in 
Figure 12. From 1 m on, the GNC system is switched 
off  and the chaser will drift towards the target, while the 
tentacles close in to capture it. CAM sequence is the 
same as described in the net option. 

 

)LJXUH�����5RWDWLRQ�PDWFK�E\�XVLQJ�IRUFHG�PRWLRQ�

The strategy of the clamping mechanism is to embrace 
the target with ‘ tentacles’  (i.e. arm-shaped clamping 
mechanisms) so that it cannot escape, and then to 
positively lock the tentacles with a force higher than the 
de-orbiting force. This requires using pushing rods 
based on an IBDM (International Berthing and Docking 
Mechanism) actuator. The composite (chaser + target) is 
then stiff  during de-orbit operation. This method is 
generic : it can also be applied to the interface cone 
launcher, should this interface be accessible. 

Several simulations of the clamping mechanism closing 
were performed, investigating the relative position 
change between target and chaser during the grabbing. 
As initial conditions, rotation errors of 0.05ö/s in all  
axes were used, position errors of 1 mm in all  axes, 
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ways as well , which should be further investigated in a 
later phase. The attitude and orbit control subsystem 
contains star trackers, Sun sensors, Inertial 
Measurement Unit, GPS receivers, LIDAR, a far field 
camera, but in contrast to the net option also a near-field 
camera. For the control, 22N thrusters are used. A bi-
propellant propulsion system is installed using two (plus 
two redundant) 425N thrusters. Four polar mounted 
tanks contain the propellant, plus two tanks for the 
pressuriser.  

  

)LJXUH�����&ODPSLQJ�PHFKDQLVPV�RSWLRQ�V\VWHP�GHVLJQ�

VKRZQ� LQ� VWRZHG� FRQILJXUDWLRQ� �OHIW�� DQG�GH SOR\HG�

FRQILJXUDWLRQ� �ULJKW��� 7KLV� FRQILJXUDWLRQ� VKRZV� WKH�

RSWLRQDO� URERWLF� DUP� RQ�W KH� ULJKW� SDQHO� LQ� WKH� VWRZHG�

FRQILJXUDWLRQ�

One deployable triple-junction solar panels with an area 
of 2.8 m2, provides for 785 W of power at end of life. 
Similar to the net option, a lithium-ion battery is used 
for eclipses, while all  are based on a 28B multi -power-
point-tracking unregulated bus. 

Thermal, communications and data handling sub-
systems are all similar to the net option. 

The mechanisms consist of the clamping mechanisms, 
including drive mechanisms, pushing rods, plus solar 
array deployment and drive mechanisms. An optional 
robotic arm is included in the design.  

The development schedule predicts a launch date in 
February 2022, taking into account a contingency of 
10%. This therefore just misses the requirement for a 
launch in 2021. 

The dry mass of the system is 784 kg, excluding 
launcher adapter. Total propellant mass is 810 kg. 

6 NEXT STEPS 

Following the Ministerial Council  of 2012, Clean Space 

has initiated, or is initiating, several activities according 
to the Clean Space branch 4 roadmap [3]. 

Three system activities have started by the time of this 
conference, called ‘Service Oriented Approach towards 
the Procurement/Development of an ADR Mission’  
where three consortia are studying how removal of a 
large ESA debris could be implemented as a service to 
ESA.  Furthermore, the following activities in support 
of ADR capturing are planned to kick-off  within the 
next half year: ‘Advanced GNC for ADR’ (net/tether 
control during burns), ‘Assessment And Simulation Of 
A tentacles Based Capture Mechanism for ADR’, and 
‘Net Parametric Characterisation And Parabolic Test’.  
Other activities requested are: GNC activities (nav-cam, 
LIDAR, image recognition), net activities (winch, 
throwing mechanism), clamping mechanism activities 
(breadboard) and other sub-systems (Harpoon, 
reconfigurable payload processor). 

The e.Deorbit Phase A is planned to kick-off  after 
summer 2013. 
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